It is a modified non local means filter for removing noise of color images. Aims to the disadvantages of the nonlocal means, new weights are computed by adding standard deviation into weight that capable of capturing local geometric structures. When the measure of similarity is greater than certain threshold, it proves that neighbor patch images have highly dissimilar properties, weight is set to zero. By Comparison of performance using different color image, the proposed method has better performance than some popular methods.
INTRODUCTION
The image denoising problem aims at attenuating noise while preserving the fine structures, textures and details. Over the years, many approaches have been proposed, such as the total variation filter (Rajeev,2010; Shih,2009; Liu,2013) , the wavelet filter (Nowak,1999) , were sequentially proposed and have obtained their popularity. But it is not easy to extend them to color images. The vector median filters are used widely and developed (Astola,1990; Jin,2008; Kang; . And they have a great progress with a switching scheme (Wang,2010; Chou,2015; Wang,2014) . The advantage of vector median methods can remove the impulse noise effectively. But, With Gaussian noise, the effect is dramatically dropped.
Non local means (NLM) denoising has attracted significant interest in recent years. NLM operates by averaging data from different regions in the image that have similar appearance (Buades,2005) . Under the conditions of Gaussian noise contamination, the NLM filters have been shown to outperform many variationalbased and wavelet-based filters in terms of noise suppression and the quality of edge preservation. Many extensions of the algorithm have been proposed Based on NLM. It uses grey theoryto combine multiple NLM estimates, which reduces parameter sensitivity and improves denoising performance (Li,2016) . A mixed noise filter (MNF) (Sun,2014) by incorporating rank-ordered absolute difference statistic (ROAD) into NLM is introduced. The paper (Hu,2012) introduces a method about robust parameter selection. The paper (Sun,2012) modifies NLM by adding the adaptive median filtering strategies. The filter uses the piecewise function for computing weight (Zhang,2013) , and dismisses such image patches from the filtering process by setting the weight to zero. The method (Bhujle,2013; Khan,2016) matches intensity and edge patches to compute weight. The paper (Leonardo,2014) is to select homogeneous pixels in the filtering area through statistical tests between distributions. And the weights of the location-variant linear filter are function of the p-values of tests. The solutions based on NLM can remove Gaussian noise effectively, but many methods are more complicated, and the computational time is longer. Meanwhile, blurring still exists and blocking artifacts are also produced. To solve these problems, Wang et al.(Wang,2015) propose a fuzzy decision NLM with combining the advantages of fuzzy decision and NLM filter.
In this paper, we propose another new weight strategic of similarity measure patch window, and add standard deviation into weight that capable of capturing local geometric structures. When some patch images has highly dissimilar properties, it will be dismissed by setting the weights to zero. The proposed method demonstrates better performance than some popular methods through a series of experiments.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a general overview of NLM method is presented. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method in details. In Sections 4, we provide experiments to demonstrate the advantages of our filter. And finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
THE NLM
The NLM is a weighting average filter based on the similar patches in the search region that maps the current pixel. Given a color RGB image p f is commonly represented as a two-dimensional array 3  HW , where every pixel is a three-component vector of integer values in the interval [0, 255] (that is 1, 2, 3
N is searching window.
K is the patch window.
( , )
p g x y is the filtering result(Equation (1)). NLM computes p g as a weighted average of all the pixel values in the noisy image. ( , ) w u v is the weight (Equation (2)). 00 ( , ) xyis the coordinate of central pixel, ( , ) xy is the coordinate of neighbor pixel in the searching window. Each pixel is filtered by Equation (1). Here, h is the parameter to control smooth degree. Several parameters of NLM filter can be adjusted to achieve the best deblocking effects. We apply NLM filters with different parameters. It is shown that the PNSR is lower, and blocking artifacts cannot be efficiently suppressed when h<5. The detailed information will be heavily lost if it is deblocked by a smooth filter with h>30.
There exist some disadvantages for NLM from the formulation:
(1) In the NLM filter, weights for matching a candidate patch are assigned solely on the basis of intensity similarity between corresponding pixels. Oversmoothing is observed in some regions which results in a loss of edges and fine structures in the image.
(2) The weights computed by the exponential function will still take positive values when the Euclidean distances are quite large. The NLM filter cannot attenuate the unfavorable influence of highly dissimilar image patches.
(3) If we search similarity patch in all image, it will cost large compute and the filtering result will be blurred. If we choose a small window, blocking artifact will be severe.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
Aim to the above disadvantages, we design a modified non local means filter (MNLM). The algorithm is described as follows.
A New Weight Strategic
The most similar pixels to central pixel in noisy image are also expected to be the most similar ones to central pixel in original image. Therefore the preservation of the similarity is meaningful. But when different patches are close in terms of Euclidean distance but have center pixels with quite different values, the similarity measure may cause a loss of fine structures and edge blurring. In order to measure similarity effectively, we take a patch standard deviation S into account (Equation (5)).
means g is means of the patch window.
Figure1. the texture of standard deviation: (a) "image1" original image (b) the result of standard deviation (c) "image1" image with Gaussian noise of variance 0.01 (d) the result of standard deviation with Gaussian noise of variance 0.01 (e) "onion" original image (f) the result of standard deviation (g) "onion" image with Gaussian noise of variance 0.01 (h) the result of standard deviation with Gaussian noise of variance 0.01.
Figure1 is the texture of standard deviation.We can see that a standard deviation can discriminate flat area and edges. In flat area, A standard deviation is nearly 0. For edges or spot, a standard deviation is larger. So it can reflect patch texture information. We add standard deviation into weight that capable of capturing local geometric structures. To facilitate our considerations, the NLM weights in Equation (2) can be alternately expressed as Equation (8). 1 0 0 ( , , , ) w x y x y (Equation (6)) is used to measure the similarity of pixels between neighbor patch images and central patch image. ( , , , ) w x y x y (Equation (7)) is used to discriminate the similarity of regional structures between neighbor patch images and central patch image.
The Effect of Dissimilar Patch
When the Euclidean distances are quite large, the NLM filter cannot attenuate the unfavorable influence of highly dissimilar image patches. A feasible solution to this problem is to dismiss such image patches from the filtering process by setting the weights to zero. We set thresholds 1 T and 2 T (Equation (9)).If the dissimilar properties between pixels is greater than 
By thresholding comparison, we can get rid of the effect of highly dissimilar image patches. The filtering result will be more accurate.
Appropriate Parameter
We know that a big window contains more pixels and has higher statistical reliability than a small window. But a big window will also add computational time. And in NLM, a big window adds image blur. In addition, for h , which is the main task for NLM parameter selecting problem, utilizing a larger one would produce an blur that results in loss of finer details. If a very low h is used, the performance of the method will also be low, and the noise is not reduced [14] . For NLM filter, Even if moderate h is adopted, deblocking still cannot bring about approving results on whole image. To reduce the computational complexity and time, and without more severe blur, in our method, we choose the size of window empirically. The size of window is set to 55  , 12 10, 7  hh .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of MNLM in removing noise, we test with some classical images: 198 135  "onion" image, 320 256  "football" image and 345 206  "autumn" image across different noise levels, Figure1-2 are the original images. The performance of our algorithm is measured on a desktop PC with 2.50GHz CPU and 4.0G RAM by Matlab7.0. As usual, we evaluate the quality of restored images in terms of visual effect and quantitative index. Quantitative indexes use Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), the normalized mean square error (NMSE) and the mean square error (MSE) to evaluate noise suppression performance of different denoising methods. MSE and NMSE are represented in pixels and PSNR are represented in decibels (dB).These criteria are defined as follows (Equation (10) (11) (12)). Figure2. Original images:(a) "autumn" original image (b) "football" original image To verify the performances of noise suppression and edge preservation, our algorithm is compared to some popular denoising methods: the NLM, bilateral filter (BILF), a modified switching median filter (MSMF) (Wang,2010 ) and a general non-local denoising model based on multi-kernel-induced measures (GNLMKIM) (Sun,2014) . MSMF is our improving method that aims to impulse noise. GNLMKIM is a filter that designed by replacing single-kernel with multi-kernels. In the Figure3, the "onion" image is corrupted by Gaussian noise of variance 0.02, the NML filter has a blocking artifact. Although MSMF has an excellent performance in paper (Wang,2010) , it is not competent with Gaussian noise. GNLMKIM and our proposed method have a better visual effect. In Figure4, we add Gaussian noise of variance 0.02 to "football" image. There are some details. For example, some regions are labeled in Figure4(c). For comparison, NLM filter blurs some details. BILF can protect some details better, but the visual effect is bad. MSMF can't remove Gaussian noise effectively. We use another scene image "autumn" to test the performance of algorithm in Figure5 and add Gaussian noise of variance 0.01 to image. For NLM, it succeeds in noise removal but is prone of washing out details. Our method, on the other hand, is able to find a good compromise between noise removal and details preserving. Figure6and Figure7 show the influence of the parameter. We add Gaussian noise of mean 0 and variance 0.01 to original "football" image. Figure6 is the filtering image of with different searching window. With the increasing size of the searching window, image becomes more blurring. In Figure6 (f), region that be labeled hasn't any details completely. Figure7 shows the performance of filtering result. From Figure7 (b) , the change of PNSR value is small when the size of window is from 5 to 15. But the computational time grows linearly. That is why we choose 55  searching window. Form the Table1-3, we have also numerically evaluated the algorithms with regard to their capability of restoring the original image. In NLM, The size of searching window is set to 77  .The computational time is longer. In our proposed methods, to reduce computational time, the size of searching window is set to 55  . The performance of MNLM and GNLMKIM are best. In table 1, when the density of Gaussian noise increases, GNLMKIM has higher PSNR, lower MSE and NMSE than MNLM. But we can see that the computational time of GNLMKIM is longer. In table 2-3, the performance of MNLM is best.
Figure8 shows the filtering result in PSNR. NLM filter aim to Gaussian noise, when the density of Gaussian noise increases, the performance of NLM will be better than BILF. From Figure8 (a) and Figure8 (c), the density of Gaussian noise gets to 0.02, NLM has a higher PSNR than BILF. MSMF has lower PSNR value. Our proposed method can remove Gaussian noise effectively. And with increasing noise density, the PSNR value drop slowly, especially in Figure8 (c).
From Table1-3, the execute time of BILF is shorter than other method. BILF only compute the similarity between neighbor pixels and central pixels, without concluding patch image. With more texture information or details of image, the performance of BILF is worse. For example, in Table2, with more thin lines of "football" image, the PNSR of BILF is lower than NLM and MNLM. The MSE and NMSE of BILF are higher than NLM and MNLM. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we propose a modified non local means filter for color image. A new weight is more accurate for measuring the similarity between neighbor patch image and central patch image by add standard deviation to weight. When the dissimilarity exceeds certain threshold, we dismiss the influence of dissimilar pixel by setting weight to zero. Experimental results show our method has better performance.
